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JUMP ABOARD
toget er or lasti ree waters

        
           

        
         

       

You too can help us achieve our mission, because we’re out 
plasticfishing again! Reason to celebrate ofcourse! It took some 
thinking to figure out how we can still offer a unique experience 
at 1.5 meters, but we succeeded! Come plasticfishing with your 
team, department or company on the Amsterdam canals or 
Rotterdam rivers or surprise a colleague and gift them the 
experience! We are super happy that we were able to make the 
impossible possible again. So hop on board and go plastic 
fishing with us!
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THE MAGIC
turning waste into value 
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TEAM I I G
toget er we an a e a i eren e

“Plastic fishing is for the Tommy Cares Foundation a unique 
way to connect fun and a socially responsible goal. Every time 
our people go fishing again they’re full with enthousiasm!”

obert onas  Tommy ilfiger European Foundation

https://vimeo.com/168751197
https://www.google.com/search?ei=IyplXO79A8_OwAKI8LugDQ&q=plastic+whale&oq=plastic+whale&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0i67j0l9.7171.7171..7428...0.0..0.53.53.1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i71.Gejr3qhm_Yo#lrd=0x47c6082d463bfe03:0x45ae1668dc9a7668,1,,,
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But wait... 
here's more!
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 A AT
a e ro  ster a  anal lasti

You can sponsor a design boat made from Amsterdam Canal Plastic or 
Rotterdam harbour plastic. The boat would be uniquely branded for you, as 
part of our colourful fleet.

The boat creates positive exposure for your company, through our wide 
press coverage, our brochures, and of course through the hundreds of trips 
we organise all over Amsterdam, every year, including major public events. 
Plus it is a great vehicle to actively involve your stakeholders in your
CSR goals.

The boat is managed by Plastic Whale, so it means absolutely no hassle for 
you.

A sponsorship also has other benefits. Besides a branded boat made from 
Amsterdam Canal Plastic, you will be invited to come plastic fishing, you 
will get two memberships to our Captain’s Club networking event, and 
complementary lectures by our founder Marius Smit.

A DESIGN BOAT OF
AMSTERDAM CANAL
PLASTIC
Plastic Whale recycles Amsterdam Canal Plastic into beautiful 

design boats. We currently have a fleet of nine boats. A very

sympathetic, remarkable and recognizable plastic fishing fleet on

the canals of Amsterdam.

Each boat has a unique design using the partner’s branding and 

colours, in combination with the recognizable Plastic Whale

elements.

The boats measures 5.5 x 2.2 metres and seats 10 people

comfortably. It has a full electric propulsion system.

The boat remains the property of Plastic Whale, which means that 

we will be responsible for all things such as exploitation license,

insurance, repairs and docking. That means absolutely no hassle

for you as a partner.



BECOME A LAUNCHING PARTNER
for Plastic Whale Circular Furniture
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You can become a launching partner by ordering one (or more) of 
our 20 limited edition ‘Whale’ boardroom tables including 8 ‘Whale Tail’ 
chairs, each made from Amsterdam Canal Plastic. Or you can support 
us in our mission by ordering our products separetely. Of course, we 
will be more than happy to talk to about any specific requirements 
that you might have. Good to know: we will 10% of your payment in 
the Plastic Whale Foundation’s efforts abroad.

In addition, our launching partners receive two memberships to our 
Captain’s Club networking event and a presentation by our founder 
Marius Smit.
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FISH YOUR OWN FURNITURE
with your own Plastic Whale boat

Imagine, we create your furniture from the plastic waste 
that you fished from the canals together with your 
personnel, customers or suppliers. You could even do this 
on your own sponsored boat! 

Another possibility is that we use your company’s 
internal plastic waste to create Plastic Whale Circular 
Furniture. From the office to the office!

Got something specific in mind? Let us know!
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SUPPORT 
THE FOUNDATION

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD, 
INVOLVE AND EDUCATE



Our Partners in Plastic-Free Waters! 16
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T:  +31(0) 20 737 3049

W: 

E:

LET’S 
START
DOING!

www.plasticwhale.com
contact@plasticwhale.com
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